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1. Introduction. It is known that for a compact Hausdorff (Tt)

space, the finitely valued functions [3] are sufficient to determine

the Alexander-Kolmogoroff groups of the space. In this note we

generalize this result by showing that for a fully normal T2 space the

cochains which are locally finitely-valued are sufficient to determine

the theory. This result, together with the isomorphisms established

by Dowker [l] and Yang [7], shows that the groups defined below

agree with those of the Cech theory based on arbitrary coverings, at

least on the class of fully normal spaces. The last section concerns a

variation adapted for the locally-compact case.

2. The cohomology groups. In this section we shall again define the

Alexander-Kolmogoroff groups, cf. Spanier [4], giving parallel de-

velopment to the finitely-valued groups considered by Keesee [3] and

the locally-finitely-valued groups of interest here.

For a given topological space X and a (fixed, but arbitrary) abelian

group G the basic group CP(X) of ^-cochains is the group of all func-

tions on Xp+1 (the cartesian product of X with itself p + 1 times)

with values in G, the group operation being defined by pointwise addi-

tion. The coboundary homomorphism 8 defined by, for d>GCp(X)

and (x0, • • • , xp+i) £X"+2,

p+i

8<t>(x0, xi, • • • , Xp+i) = zZ (—l)ty(*o> • • • . *<-ii *•+!> • * * > *p+0
i-0

has the fundamental property that 88=0.

For any collection V of subsets of X write V<-p+» = U { Up+11 UG V}.
In particular if V is an open covering of X, then V<-p+1) is a neighbor-

hood of the diagonal of Xp+1. Conversely, any neighborhood of the

diagonal of Xp+1 contains Vip+1) for some open covering V of X.

For any subset Q of Xp+1 and <pGCp(X) denote by <p\ Q the function

<b regarded as defined only on Q. With the above notations in mind,

for a subset A of X, define a subgroup CP(X, A) of CP(X) to be

{d> G Cp(X) | 3 an open covering VoiA-3-d>\ L"^ Pi A**1 = 0},

the subgroup of ^-cochains locally zero on A. The auxiliary notation
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Cq(X) will frequently be used instead of CP(X, X). Clearly, for any

A, CP(X)ECP(X, A) and 8C(X, A)ECP+1(X, A).

We shall be concerned with the subgroup LP(X)ECP(X) of those

p-cochains which locally are finite valued, i.e., <f>ECp(X) will belong

to LP(X) provided for each y = (x0, • • • , xp) EXP+1, there is a neigh-

borhood P of y, open in the product topology, with the property that

(p\P takes on only a finite number of values in G. Similarly FP(X)

will denote the subgroup of C"(X) consisting of those p-cochains hav-

ing only a finite number of members of G as values. Clearly FP(X)

EL"(X)ECp(X) and it is easy to verify that 8Fp(X)EFp+1(X) and
8Lp(X)ELp+'(X). Therefore, defining LP(X, A) =Lp(X)f\Cp(X, A),
with L%(X), FP(X, A), and Fl(X) defined as the intersections of the
appropriate subgroups, we have FP(X, A)ELP(X, A)EC"(X, A) and
8Lp(X, A)ELp+l(X, A), etc.

Defining Zp(X,A)=8~1Cv+l(X)nCp(X,A), ZPL(X,A)=8-1LV0+1(X)

nLp(X, A) and ZftX, A) =8-1Fp+1(X)nFp(X, A) as the group of
p-cocycles of X mod A, the group of locally-finitely-valued p-cocycles

of X mod A, and finitely-valued p-cocycles of X mod A respectively

(all with coefficients in G) we have ZF(X, A)EZ\(X, A)EZP(X, A).
Furthermore, defining, for p>0, B"(X, A)=8CP~1(X, A) + (%(X),

Bl(X,A)=8Lp-\X,A)+Ll(X), and BF(X,A) = 8Fp-i(X,A) + F*(X)
as the groups of p-coboundaries of X mod A, locally-finitely-valued

p-coboundaries, and finitely-valued p-coboundaries respectively, we

have (with B°(X, A)=B°L(X, A)=BF(X, 4)=0) the inclusions

BF(X, A) EBVL(X, A) EBp(X, A) as well as the fundamental relations

BF(X, A) E ZF(X, A), Bl(X, A) C ZPL(X, A), and BP(X, A) E ZV(X, A).

Hence, defining the quotient groups HP(X, A) =ZP(X, A)/BP(X, A),

Hl(X,A)=Zl(X,A)/Bl(X,A), and Hf(X,A) =Zt(X,A)/BF(X, A)
as the pth Alexander-Kolmogoroff cohomology group of X mod A

with coefficients in G, the £th locally-finitely-valued cohomology

group, and the pth finitely valued cohomology group respec-

tively, we have that the inclusion homomorphisms a:ZF(X, A)

EZl(X, A), P:Zl(X, A)EZp(X, A), and T=p<r:ZF(X, A)EZp(X, A)
behave in like manner on the subgroups of ^-cobouftdaries. Hence by

the so-called Induced Homomorphism Theorem (cf. Eilenberg-

Steenrod [2, pp. 7-8]), there are induced homomorphisms p*:Hl(X,

A)-+Hp(X, A) and r*:HF(X, A)->H»(X, A) which furthermore are
natural in the sense that they commute with the coboundary oper-

ator and the homomorphisms induced by continuous functions, these

being defined for the groups introduced here by restricting the usual
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definitions (cf. Spanier  [4]) given in terms of the cochain group

Cp(X) to the groups LP(X) and FP(X) respectively.

The latter homomorphism r* has been examined by Keesee [3 ] in

the case that X is compact T2 and A is closed; in which case t* is an

isomorphism onto, thereby establishing that the finitely-valued co-

chains give rise, on the class of compact closed pairs, to a cohomology

theory isomorphic to the Alexander-Kolmogoroff theory and hence

to the (unique) theory satisfying the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms (in-

cluding the continuity axiom). It is our intention here to examine

the homomorphism p* with the view toward a like result on a larger

class of spaces.

3. Fully normal spaces. Let V and V be open coverings of a space

X. We say that V refines V if every member of V is contained in

some member ofV. For each UGV, the star of U = st(U) defined as

U{ U'GV\ UT\U is not void} is an open set. The covering V star-

refinesV if {st(Z7)| UGV] refinesV, and a topological space is said

to be fully normal (Tukey [6]) if every open covering has a star-

refinement. Among fully normal spaces are included compact T"2

spaces (supra, compact normal spaces), metric spaces, and locally

compact Ti topological groups.

A covering 1) is said to be locally-finite provided for each point

x£X there is a neighborhood P of x which has a nonvoid intersection

with only a finite number of members of V. A space is paracompact

if every open covering possesses a refinement which is locally-finite.

The basic result in this regard is a theorem of A. H. Stone [5]

which asserts that the classes of fully normal P2 space and para-

compact Ti spaces coincide. We include this here as

Lemma 3.1. Every open covering of a fully normal Ti space (= para-

compact Ti) possesses a locally-finite star refinement.

For given an open covering V of a fully normal space, there is a

covering Vi which star-refines V. By Stone's equivalence, Vi has a

locally-finite refinement which then star-refines the original covering.

4. The main theorem. Having defined the groups and the class of

spaces of interest here, we may now state the principal theorem of

this paper.

Theorem I. If X is fully normal and A is closed, then the homo-

morphism p* is an isomorphism onto.

Barring matters of technique, which here parallels Keesee, the es-

sential idea is to modify a given cocycle slightly to produce one which
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is locally-finite valued and lies in the same coset mod Bp(X, A). To

establish this as well as the 1 — 1 property in one construction, it will

be convenient to proceed as follows.

Let 9ft denote a collection of subsets of G satisfying the conditions:

(i) ME9ft-^--ME9ft, (ii) Mi, M2E9ft->--Mi + M2E9ft, and (iii)
any nonvoid subset of a member of 9ft is a member of 9ft. These con-

ditions are satisfied if 9ft consists of the zero subgroup only, or if 9it

is the collection of all nonvoid finite subsets of G. For any such col-

lection 9ft define a subgroup MP(X)ECP(X) as the collection of all

<pECp(X) such that there is an open covering V of X with <p(Up+1)

E9tt for each UEV; further, let MP(X, A)=MP(X)(~\CP(X, A).
With these definitions we observe that:

(4.1) // 9ft consists of the subset {o} only, then MP(X, A)=CP(X),

and

(4.2) If 9it consists of all finite subsets of G and X is paracompact,

then

MP(X, A) = L"(X, A) + Co(X).

The first remark is obvious from the definition, and the only non-

trivial part of (4.2) is the inclusion MP(X, A)ELP(X, A) + CS(X),

which need only be established for MP(X), the general case following

from an application of the Dedekind modular law. Therefore, if

<j>EMp(X), and since X is paracompact, there is a locally-finite cover-

ing V with <j>(Up+1)E9d tor each UEV. Defining yj/:Xp+l-^G by

i(/\ V(p + 1) =<t>\ V(p + 1) and 0 elsewhere, we have that0=^+(0-^)

where clearly <b—\f/ECo(X). We assert that ypELp(X), for given

(x0, • • • , xp)EXp+1, there is a neighborhood P of x0 for which

Q= { UEV\ UC\P is nonvoid} is finite. Letting x denote the projec-

tion of Xp+l onto its first coordinate, it follows easily that ^(ir-1(P))

is finite, ior <t>(ir-l(P)r\V<-p+»)E<t>(Qp+l), which is finite.

The following lemma is a slight modification of one given by Keesee

[3], which in turn generalizes the fundamental lemma used by

Spanier [4].

Lemma 4.2. Suppose (a) X and Y are topological spaces and

/, g: (X, A)-+(Y, B) are functions on (X, A) to (Y, B) (not necessarily

continuous);

(b) <bECp(Y, B)C\8~lMp+\Y, B);

(c) V an open covering of Y such that <b\V(p+l)f\Bp+1=0, and

VE\>-*~-8<f>(Vp+2)E9ft;

(d) V an open covering of X such that, for each UEV, there is a

VEV such that f(U)^Jg(U)E V.
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Then, for p>0,f<b-g*(pG8Cp-1(X, A)+MP(X, A), and,forp = 0,

P<f>-g*<t>GM*(X, A).

Here, as in general, f*<t>(xo, • • • , xp)=<f>(f(x0), • • • , /(x„)). The

proof makes use of the cochain homotopy operator D:CP+1(Y)

-+Cp(X) defined by Dcb(xo, ■ ■ ■ , xp) = zZU (-l)W«(*o), ■ • • ,
i(xi),f(xi), • • • ,f(xp)) having the property for p>0 and <pGCp(Y)

that f'd>-g*<p = 8D<l>-D8<l>, and if p=0, then fl<p-g*<f>=D8<i>. The
proof is then completed by observing that for p = 0, D8<pGMp(X, A)

and, if p>0, D<f>GCp~1(X, A), with the hypotheses as given. For

details the reader is referred to the above cited proofs.

Lemma 4.3. // X is fully normal and A is closed then

Cp(X, A) H S-W+KX, A) G SC^KX, A) + M"(X, A) + Lp(X, A)

if p>0, and

C°(X, A) n S'WKX, A) G Ma(X, A) + L«(X, A).

Proof. If <pGCp(X, A)r\8-1Mp+l(X, A) then, since A is closed,

there is an open covering V of X such that (i) </>|V(p + l)r>\^4p+1 = 0

and (ii) F£V--*--&KF"+2)£?tf. By Lemma 3.1, there is a locally-

finite star refinement V of V. Well order V and for each nonvoid

UGV select xuGU (with xuGUC\A when this intersection is non-

void). Define a function/: (X, A)—»(F, B) as follows: for each x£X,

f(x) =xu where U is the first member of V to which x belongs. Clearly

f[A)GA. Moreover, if UGV, then f(U)Cst(U)G V for some F£V.
That is, for each UGV there is a F£V such that /(U) U UG V.
With (F, B) = (X, A) and g: (X, A)-^(X, A) the identity, the
hypotheses of Lemma 4.2 are satisfied and therefore f*d> — <j>

GC'-^X, A) + M»(X, A) if p>0 and ff<f>-4>GM°(X, A) if p = 0.
Since U is locally-finite, for each xGX there is an (open)

neighborhood Px meeting only a finite number of members of V.

Therefore if (x„, • • • , xp)GXp+1, Px„XPXlX ■ • ■ XPXp is open con-

taining (x0, • • • , xp) and f(PXo) X • ■ ■ Xf(PXp) is finite. Hence

ff<pGLp(X). Moreover, since <p\X^p+l'>nAp+1=Q it follows that

f*<p\V(p+1'>r^Ap+1=0 and f<f>GCp(X, A). Therefore f*<j>GLp(X, A)
and qbGSCv-^X, A)+MP(X, A)+LP(X, A), completing the proof.

We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 1, ob-

serving first that, with the added hypotheses of remark (4.1) the con-

clusion of the above lemma reads

C\X, A) r\ 8~lCPo+1(X) C 8CP~\X, A) + d(X) + Ll(X, A),

i.e., Zp(X, A)GBp(X, A)+L"(X, A). Therefore ZP(X, A) =BP(X, A)

+ZVL(X, A) and p* is onto.
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To establish that p * is 1-1 we must verify that B\(X, A) = B"(X, A)

r\ZpL(X, A). To this end select 9ft as all finite subsets of G. Then, by

the above lemma 8Cp-\X, A)C\MP(X, A)=8[CP~1(X, A)f~\8~1Mp.

■(X,A)}E8[8Cp~2(X, A)+M"-1(X, A) +Lp~l(X, A) ], and replacing

M^KX, A) by C%-\X)+Lp-\X, A) we have 8CP^(X, A)
I^MP(X, A)E8Cr1(X) + 8Lp-l(X, A)ECP(X) +8LP~HX, A). Hence,
making free use of the Dedekind modular law,

B\X, A)r\Lv(X, A)= [oCP~\x, A)+CP(X)]r\MP(X, A)C\LP(X, A)

= [scp~\x, A)r\MP(X, A)+CP0(X)]r\LP(X, A)

E[8L"~\X, A)+CP(X)]rMP(X, A)

= 8LP~\X, A)+Lp0(X) = BPl(X, A),

from which the desired conclusion is immediate.

Corollary 1. If X is compact T2 and A is closed then H%(X, A)

=Hl(X, A) and T*:Hf-(X, A)^>HP(X, A) is an isomorphism onto.

For in this case any cochain which is locally-finitely-valued is then

finitely-valued and F"(X) =LP(X). Moreover the homomorphism t*

coincides with the isomorphism p*, for X is fully normal.

5. Cocycles with compact supports. Results analogous to the above

may be obtained for the locally compact T2 case if the cocycles are

presumed to have compact supports. For a cochain <j>ECp(X) we

define | <p | = support of <b by x £ | <j> \ ii and only if (p \ Pp+1 j£ 0 for each

neighborhood P of x. It is well known that \<$>\ is a closed subset of

X, that | 8</> | C|<A|, and that the subgroup Cl(X) consists exactly of

those cochains with void supports. The main theorem has the follow-

ing modification:

Theorem 2. If X is locally compact T2 and A is closed, and if

tpEZp(X, A) has a compact support, then there is a finitely-valued co-

cycle, likewise with compact support, in the same equivalence class mod

Bp(X, A).

We begin the proof by first observing that we may assume that

<b\ A>+1\Sp+1=0 for some compact subset S of X. Since \<b\ is com-

pact and X is locally compact T2 there is a compact neighborhood

S of | <(>\. Defining <p' to agree with <b on Sp+1 and to be zero otherwise,

it follows easily that <p'EZp(X, A) and <b-<b'ECl(X)EBp(X, A).
Hence, making the above substitution, let V be an open covering

of X such that 8<j>\ V-p+2) =0 and <p\ V^p+»r^Ap+1=0. Since S is com-

pact   it   is   covered   finitely   by    {Ui, • • • ,    Un} =V'EV.   Let
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V={ Uu • • • , Un, X\S], a covering of X for which 50|V<*+2) =0

and <p\V(p+1)nAp+1=0. Moreover, V'= { Utr\S}?_x, as an open

covering of S (by sets open in S), possesses a finite star-refinement

W, for S is compact normal. For each W'GW' the collection

{ UGV'\ W'GUnS} is finite and hence H{ UGV'\ W'GUHS} is
open containing W. Therefore there is a TF open in X such that

W' = WnS and WG^{ UGV'\ W'G UC\S}.
Let W= {W\ W'GW], a finite covering of 5 by sets open in X.

For each nonvoid IF/ GW' select x,£IFin5 = PF/ (in WtnSr\A if
nonvoid). Define a function f:(X, A)—*(X, A) by/(x) =x, if xGX\S,

and /(x) =Xi if x£IF/ =IF,P\5 and i is the first integer for which

xGWi. Clearly, f(A)GA, and /(A^) = X\S. Moreover, /(IF)

=/(IFPi5)U/CPFnX\5). Letting WC\S = W', f(Wr\S)=f(W)
£st(IF') which is contained in some UGV. But, since W'GU, by

the above construction WG U and we have verified that for each

WGW there is a UGV such that f(W)VJWGU. By Lemma 4.2,
with lM = {0},f<pGZp(X, A) and f*<p-<f>GBp(X, A). It is clear from
the construction that f*(Sp+1) is finite and f*<p\ Xp+1\Sp+1=0. Com-

bining the above statements f*(f> is the desired finitely-valued cocycle.
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